Abstract
Background
While developing any project, one uses the latest tools and techniques, but with time, they become less useful. If it is hardware, we can afford to dispose of it and buy a newer version, but in case of software, choices may not be so easily available. Thus, we need to rebuild it and in some situations enhance it, i.e., add some functions to cope with the current needs of the customer. To understand the legacy code, which was developed years ago, and rebuild it in accordance with present demands, reengineering is needed (Rogers 2010) . Reengineering has two phases. The first phase is called reverse engineering and is concerned with understanding the source code (it is most valuable artifacts), deriving the design and creating the requirements.
The second phase is forward engineering and is all about taking the requirements from reverse engineering and rebuilding the new software. In this paper, our focus was only on reverse engineering. Various reengineering/reverse engineering tools are available, but they are limited in their functions. All tools have merits and demerits, and their detailed evolution and comparison is available in a research paper (Yadav et al. 2014) . Here, as shown in Table 1 below, we give a comparison of the tools on the basis of the input taken by the tool and the output visualized by it. Table 1 comparison of the tools on the basis of the input taken by the tool and the output visualized by it.
We observed that most of the tools focus on visualizing the static arrangements of the code, but do not visualize the dynamic arrangements (sequence diagram showing object interactions) of the software product. Whereas when we want to understand the code of legacy software product it is necessary to understand the dynamic Open Access *Correspondence: rasneeluce@gmail.com 1 UIT, RGPV, Airport Bypass Road, Gandhi Nagar, Bhopal, India Full list of author information is available at the end of the article arrangement of software products, the author (Prasad and Upadhyay 2015; Bellay and Gall 1998 ) assessed various reengineering tools, and recommended the Imagix 4D tool. We also chose Imagix Corporation's Imagix 4D tool for its features, and as it develops maximum architecture from source code. But it does little work in dynamic architecture generation as task collaboration diagram. Therefore, there is a need to develop a fullfeatured reverse engineering tool, especially, to capture the dynamic arrangements of a code. We evaluated the Imagix 4D tool thoroughly and prepared a critique that will derive the requirement of full featured reengineering tool and guide the research community those who are interested in tool building. Imagix 4D (Reniers et al. 2014 ) is a comprehensive static source code analysis tool. It takes the code as an input and visually explores the architecture of that code. A good feature of this tool is the simultaneously display of code and visual window, and the display of relevant portions of source code through Imagix 4D's querying capabilities. Imagix 4D 
Evaluatory case study of architecture developed by Imagix 4D
Different programs which were in C, C++ and Java were taken as input by Imagix 4D, flowcharts, flow graphs, class diagrams were generated. Then, we discussed the results from diverse perspectives.
Section I
Here we took small programs such as finding out even/ odd number etc., after input this programs we investigated architecture visualized by Imagix 4D.
Flowchart
We took some (small source codes) that were in C, C++, Java, and which took them as inputs for Imagix 4D. The flow charts were generated with the help of Imagix 4D, and analysis of visualized flowcharts' merits and demerits were presented for the functions, which consisted of hundreds of lines of source codes. The flow charts can help to quickly grasp the internal logic of the code. Some symbols used by Imagix 4D to draw the flowchart are shown in Appendix Fig. 1 . Initially, we input program (a) in Imagix 4D tool, and then we observed that it had the flexibility to generate flowcharts in three ways. First, a simple flowchart without displaying the code details is presented in Fig. 2 . This flowchart gives the internal logic of the program, but not the coding details. This is suitable when the source code is too large and we are interested only in logic. In Fig. 3 , we observed the flowcharts' block contains full coding details,and no blocks of flowcharts were blank. It is very useful when we are interested in internal coding details. Although, these flowcharts are too big for large source codes. The third type of flowchart is shown in Fig. 4 . It displays source code details with line number. It is very useful because line number is a good tractability feature to understand the code, especially in reverse engineering, when we do maintenance or code enhancement. Next, we took program (b) as an input and the flowchart generated is shown in Fig. 5 . Following that, we took program (c), which is the same as program (b), the only difference is that we removed some variable declaration, which in turn meant that it was not complete or correct. The flowchart generated for programs (c) is shown in Fig. 6 , where we observed that there was no variable declaration in the input program despite containing the assignment block, which meant it had no error detection and correction mechanism. We give as an input program (d) the generated flowchart is shown in Fig. 7 we saw that the Imagix 4D does not display the (for string m:ls) whereas the code contains the (for string m:ls), in our code also used if else conditional statements but it is not displayed in the source code means it is not work for advanced or extended loop. We gave as an input program (e) in C++ and it contains more than one function in program it required to generate the separate flowchart of individual function including main function which can be seen in Fig. 8 , which display flowchart of main function, Fig. 9 which displays flowchart for calculating function, Fig. 10 which displays the function prime, Fig. 11 display the show function.
Class diagram
We have take some samples of codes given as an input and study the visualize architecture. Class diagram gives the static organization of software Project. The program (f) given as an input, the generated diagram is shown in Fig. 12 , it is an abstract class diagram means it does not give the internal details like data type and access mode. When we do reengineering/reverse engineering we want to understand the code and this is very difficult to understand the code for person who see the limited details of class diagram as displayed. So the class diagram needs to display details about data type and access mode of member function. Imgix 4D does not draw the sequence diagram which is very useful when we do code enhancement or maintenance in reverse engineering. Sequence diagram shows the timing sequence in which object communicates with each other. Another missing feature of Imagix 4D is that it does not generate the ER diagram for understanding the legacy code ER diagram is very important. State machine diagram is necessary to capture the dynamic behavior of the software but Imagix 4D does not generate it.
Section-II
In the previous section, the case study was with regard to small pieces of codes. Here, we took large source codes into account. gcc C parser code was taken to view the performance of Imagix 4D. As with the small codes, Imagix 4D performed equally well for the large code. It provided the flexibility to generate codes as per the user's need in the form of flowcharts with code, without code, and with line number. The parser of Imagix 4D worked in same manner that it had done for small codes, but the visualized architectures (flowcharts) were sometimes difficult to understand due to their large size, and splitting the large output into distinct parts was also not systematic. As shown in Fig. 13 , metrics visualization is another strong factor of Imagix 4D. It shows different metrics of code function such as McCabe cyclomatic complexity, McCabe decision density, Trans Fan in, etc. These are helpful for assessing design quality, performing reengineering, determining the extent to which reengineering is needed, and in software testing. It also provides the number of jump statements (goto), break or continue statements used by the program that make it more difficult to understand the unstructured code, which is an indication to reengineer the design. But some lines of code is ignored by the analyzer of Imagix 4D due to possible mistakes of not including required files at the coding level, or some syntax not being resolved by the analyzer, show. Imagix 4D does not accurately identify certain call made through function pointer in variable dependencies as shown in Fig. 14 
Conclusion
Imagix 4D is a good tool in terms of variety of language supportability, graphical user interface, maximum diagram generation, and provide choices for visualize information by using filtering techniques. Still, there is a need to enhance the parser, especially for error detection mechanism, and to read and visualize some extended conditional statement. Class diagrams generated by Imagix 4D are not concrete in nature in terms of understanding codes. Our evaluation of Imagix 4D on the large code of gcc C parser revealed its abilities to show dead code, unstructured code, and code part written without inclusion of required file. All these support the cause of reengineering. The metrics regarding complexity, fan-in density helps to understand the design quality, and type and amount of testing need. Most reengineering/reverse engineering tools, including Imagix 4D, generate static diagram. They do not capture dynamic diagrams such as sequence and Entity relationship diagrams. They are important in code enhancement, code reuse, and reverse engineering. This study has directed research attention to build a full featured reverse engineering tool, and helps to 
Evaluatory case presentation Appendix

Evaluatory case study of flowchart
In this section, we analyzed, in detail, the different small codes taken by Imagix 4D as input, and studied the visualized flowchart. Figure 1 displays the symbols used by Imagix 4D.
(a) Prime number C Program This is a small code which takes a number and displays whether it is prime or not.
When we input above program (a) in Imagix 4D, it read that program in left to right, and top to bottom fashion and generated the flowchart. Here, we noted that it provided flexibility in generating the flow chart according to user's choice.
Simple flow charts without display the code details
Figure 2 displays flowchart without source code details. Here, the flowchart gave the internal logic of the program, but not the coding details such as assignment block. It only displayed input output function. Some assignment blocks are empty. Figure 3 provides internal code details. But, when a program is very large and we want to see only the flow of programs Then the Flowcharts without source code are useful as it optimizes the flowcharts, reduces complexities, and helps in understanding the overall logic of the program.
Flow charts displaying the code details
In Fig. 3 , the generated flow chart displays the coding parts in detail. It is useful when reverse engineers or developers want to comprehend the code details. #i n c l u d e <s t d i o . h> i n t main ( ) { i n t n , i , fl a g =0; p r i n t f (" Enter a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r : " ) ; s c a n f ("\%d" ,\&n ) ; f o r ( i =2; i \<=n/2;++ i ) { i f ( n%i ==0) { f l a g =1; break ; }} i f ( f l a g ==0) p r i n t f (" Number i s prime " , n ) ; e l s e p r i n t f (" Number i s not prime " , n ) ; r e t u r n 0 ; }
Flow charts displaying code details with line numbers
In Fig. 4 , the generated flow chart displays the coding parts in detail with line number. Line nuber is good traceability feature to comprehend the code details. This program is inputed into Imagix 4D, and the generated diagram is studied. In Fig. 5 , the generated flowchart is shown. Here, we saw the start block, then the assignment block, and finally the conditional statement. If the statement is false, it ends the flowchart. On the other hand, if it is true, it checks, again, the condition for a number to be prime. If the condition is true, the number is prime, or else the number is not prime. This program is the same as previous program (b), i.e., to find out whether the entered number is even or not, The only difference is that it is not a correct or complete program, having removed the variable declaration. We gave it as an input to Imagix 4D, and studied the generated diagram. In Fig. 6 , we observed that in this program, we remove the variable declaration. But it takes an assignment block for variable declaration after the start block. It has no error detection mechanism available.
(d) Program to Display Hello using pattern Matching
Implemented in Java This is a small program in java for the pattern matching. It was taken as input and study of generated diagram was studied. In Fig. 7 , we observed that Imagix 4D was not reading the (for (String m: ls)). We also used If ELSE conditional statements, but it is not displayed in the flow chart.
p u b l i c s t a t i c v o i d main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s ) throws
FileNotFoundException , IOException { S t r i n g p a t t e r n ="[0 − 9]{ 10} "; Pattern regPat = Pattern . c o m p i l e ( p a t t e r n ) ; Matcher matcher = regPat . matcher ( " " ) ; LinkedHashSet<S t r i n g > l s=new LinkedHashSet < >(); B u f f e r e d R e a d e r r e a d e r=new B u f f e r e d R e a d e r ( new F i l e R e a d e r (" f i l e . tx t " ) ) ; S t r i n g l i n e , l i n e 1 =""; w h i l e ( ( l i n e = r e a d e r . re a d L i n e ( ) ) != n u l l ) { l i n e 1+=" "+ l i n e ; } System . out . p r i n t l n (" l i n e "+ l i n e 1 ) ; S t r i n g T o k e n i z e r s=new St r i n g T o k e n i z e r ( l i n e 1 , " \ \ , \ \ \ \ : \ \ − " ); w h i l e ( s . hasMoreTokens ( ) ) { S t r i n g s t r=s . nextToken ( ) ; matcher . r e s e t ( s t r ) ; i f ( matcher . f i n d ( ) ) { System . out . p r i n t l n ( s t r ) ; l s . add ( s t r ) ; } e l s e { System . out . p r i n t l n (" h i " ) ; }} p r i n t the c o n t e n t s o f s e t System . out . p r i n t l n (" s e t l e n g t h"+ l s . s i z e ( ) ) ; f o r ( S t r i n g m: l s ) System . out . p r i n t l n (""+m) ; } } (e) Prime No C++ This program is taken as an input for Imagix 4D, and it is used for finding if the number is prime or not. It is the same as program (a), but it is developed in C++. The program used three user define functions Calculate (), Show () and Prime (). If user defined functions are used in the program given to Imagix 4D, it generates flowcharts separately. It reads and divides codes into different available functions, including main (), and draws flowcharts for individual functions. 
cout<< a is Prime Number . " ; e l s e cout<< a is Not Prime Numbers . " ; } } ; i n t main ( ) { i n t a ; cout <<"Enter the Number : " ; cin <<; prime ob j ( a ) ; o b j . c a l c u l a t e ( ) ; o b j . show ( ) ; g e t c h ( ) ; r e t u r n 0 ; } We found that if one or more functions are available in code, including the main function. The Imagix-4D generates separate the flow charts. Figure 8 shows the flow chart for the main function, it first put the start block and put the scope of the function. Then put all initialization and input, output statements into the initialization box, and then it uses the end symbol for return statement. Figure 9 displays the flowchart for calculating function. It reads execution of each line and put into initialization box, then it gets the FOR loop and put into a conditional statement.One thing is observed here FOR is loop repeated two times first in initialization block and again in the conditional statement.For large and complex code this repetition create the extra overhead in code understanding. Figure 10 displays the flow chart of the prime function, tool puts start symbol,reads the body of the function that is assignment statements, put into the assignment box. Loop or conditional statements are not there so no diamond box is not used and there is no return type of the function at the end, it shows the end of scope by a small square. Figure 11 displays flowchart of the function show in this it puts the start symbol and then there is no assignment operator and put it into the but it takes the assignment operator and put into the assignment block and displays the opening braces on that. This made the diagram bulky and put extra overhead on visualizer and person those who are interested in code understanding.
Evaluatory case study of class diagram
In this section, we took program(f ) as the sample code given as an input to Imagix-4D. The resultant diagram is further analyzed.
(f ) Program in C++ to store student data Metric visualization is generated by the Imagix 4D as shown in Fig. 13 . It is a very powerful feature of Imagix 4D. These metrics help to understand the quality of software product.
Variable dependencies are visualized by the Imagix 4D shown in Fig. 14. Imagix 4D is not able to accurately recognize certain call made through function pointer.
